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Overview 

The story of the shinobi no mono (Japanese for “hiding
person”) – commonly known as the ninja – begins in the 
14th century, in a time when Japan was in a near-
constant state of civil war. Using their Ninjutsu skills, 
or shinobi no jutsu (“the arts of the shinobi”), they
worked within the samurai force as the “eyes and ears”
of the army, specializing in infiltration, espionage, 
counterintelligence, and many other activities the 
traditional honor-bound samurai could not. Drawing 
primarily from the 17th-century ninja manual (the 
Bansenshūkai), as well as other prominent texts, this 
book provides an in-depth look at the shinobi, so that 
modern readers can understand their ways and history. 

“While ‘standard’ samurai found lying and cheating
repugnant, the shinobi were not bound by such scruples.” 

Part 1. Fundamental Concepts 

Historically, shinobi operated either publicly within the 
army, or secretly, searching for threats both outside 
their borders and within their armies. Their outfits 
likely did not resemble the black hooded look from 
popular media; instead, shinobi dressed to fit the 
situation. Often they would wear kimonos with tasuki 
(sleeve ties) that made it easier to reach for tools or 
accomplish certain tasks. They did not wear belts to 
denote rank, but instead were classified in ascending 
order as Genin, Chūnin or Jōnin. They engaged in both 
solo missions and collaborative ones. When it came to 
espionage and battle, they would let their foe make the 
first move, as it left them more vulnerable to attack. 

Being shinobi requires a level of self-control, 
commitment, and endurance unattainable to most. 
They must sharpen their hearts (心) into blades (刃) – it 
is no coincidence that these characters combine to form 
the ideogram for “shinobi” (忍)! 

“This is not a path for the weak.” 

The shinobi philosophy draws from several belief 
systems, most notably the Taoist creation myth and its 
concepts of yin (meaning “dark” / “body”) and yang
(“light” / “heaven”). Yin & yang, in turn, can be split 
into tenchijin – “heaven, earth & man”—the triad at the 
heart of the universe. Heaven deals with the concept of 
time; earth refers to size, distance, and mortality; and 
man refers to unity. 

Both yang (or “yo”), the positive element, and the
negative element yin (“in”) are equally essential aspects 
for shinobi. The shinobi of the dark – known as in-nin – 
practice in-jutsu, which includes traveling out of sight 
and entering places unseen. Their light counterparts – 
yō-nin – practice yō-jutsu, acting as commandos of 
stealth. Only high-level shinobi can switch between the 
two sets of jutsu (skills), a technique known as yō-chū in
jutsu – “skills of darkness inside light.” 

Even mortality can be defined in terms of yin & yang. 
In death, the yin element – the body – returns to the 
earth, and the yang element – the spirit – travels to 
heaven. Shinobi must break free from the 3 diseases of 
shinobi: the fear of death, overthinking, and 
underestimation. However, shinobi must not 
completely reject fear and act recklessly; instead, they 
must learn to both acknowledge and thereby control it. 

Another concept shinobi must master is kyojitsu – 
insubstantial (kyo) vs. substantial (jitsu). Jitsu stands for 
truth and honesty, as well as preparedness, while kyo 
represents deception and falseness. If kyo is the 1,000 
soldiers standing on the battlefield, then jutsu is the 
2,000 that are hiding out of sight. 

Taoism is not the only religion to influence shinobi 
philosophy. Shinobi practice Shintō, the “path of the
gods,” and worship certain deities. From
Confucianism, they derive the importance of harmony 
between society and oneself. From Buddhism, they take 
the “Four Noble Truths”: (1) life contains suffering; (2) 
desire produces suffering; (3) identifying and 


